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FAITH SEEKING UNDERSTANDING
DAN G. DANNER

TH ERE ARE SEVERAL PASSAG ES in the New
Testament 1 which indicate that many persons in New Testament times were unable
to recognize the Word of God when they
were confronted by it. The twentieth century counter-part to this is when many people fail to recognize the Word of God when
they read the Bible . Many of us have the
mistaken idea, probably owing to our
Lockean heritage , that any person can approach the scriptures with an open mind,
completely capable of discerning the truth
of God 's Word. This idea makes obedience
the only possible, rational and honest response to the reading of the Bible.
But the natural man cannot perceive
spiritual realities ( 1 Corinthians 2: 6ff.).
His sin blinds him from what God is and
how he has revealed himself. Jesus Christ
is less than a redeemer to him-for either
he seeks human wisdom , or the cross becomes a stumbling-block. In the divine plan
of God and in his own will he is not ordained to eternal life. Thus things of the
Spirit are relegated to an insignificant and
ineffective sphere. The natural man believes
he can direct his own steps, bear his own
burdens , make his own way.

. . . to be interpreted
It is the nature of history to be interpreted.
This is no less true with regard to biblical

history. The Hebrews did not choose to
abide by the distinctive covenant relationship with Jahv eh because they were attracted to it on account of its reasonabl eness, but becaus e of certain historical events
in which God had specially revealed himself. In this case, faith preceded the understanding of the idea of God , and historical events were never divorced from the
faith of Hebrew writers .
The same is tru e of New Testament
writers. The historical events involved in
the life and death and resurrection of Jesus
were interpr eted in the light of the church' s
faith. To say the gospel writers were merely
chronicling a life of Jesus apart from their
own faith is not only missing the nature of
the gospel accounts, but undermining the
theological contributions of these preachers
who bequeathed to us the good news.
Alan Rich ardson has said, "C hristian s
believe that the perspective of biblical faith
enables us to see very clearl y and without
distortion the biblical facts as they really
are: they see the facts clearly bec ause they
see their true meaning. " 2 When John recorded those choice "signs" to stir up faith
(John 20: 30, 31) , he was not soliciting
faith on the basi s· of evidence as if faith
were a sort of "nod of approval" to the
divinity of Jesus. He was profoundly close
to Paul 's notion of faith-a
life commit-

DAN G. DA NNER is an Assistant Professor of Theology at th e Univ ersity of Portland, Portland ,
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ment and a total risk of one 's life for Christ .
Thus the being of Jesus , in all its divine
spendor , is the source for real human being,
and the ground of real human being is faith .
As Kierkegaard said:
And so I say to myself: I choose; that
historical fact means so much to me that
I decide to stake my whole life upon that
if. Then he lives; lives entirely full of the
idea , risking his life for it: and his life
is the proof that he believes. He did not
have a few proofs , and so believed and
then began to live. No , the very reverse.
That is called risking; and without risk
faith is an impossibility. To be related to
spirit means to undergo a test; to believe ,
to wish to believe, is to change one's life
into a trial; daily test is the trial of
faith.-Yet
one can preach on that
score till doomsday to cowardly , effeminate unspiritual natures , they do not understand it, they do not really want to
understand it. It seems to them th at it is
good enough if someon e else takes the
risk , and then they follow him-giving
their assurance. But take the risk themselves-no thank you. 3
What I am suggesting is that no man is
capable , in the sense that God is capable ,
of discerning history altogether impartially .
Biblical history is often read with pre-tinted
glasses, where the reader already knows
what he is looking for. The Word of God
is blocked , yet it will not return to him
void . One begins to wonder if the Word
has reached him who does not allow it to
penetrate his being. As in the case of Lydia
and the Persidians , the heart must be prepared to accept it.

too much

rope

And so the debate over the "Christ of faith "

and the "Jesus of history " was mainly a
waste-what
we learned from those who
engaged in it was that "fact " and "interpretation " are inseparable . Faith is the source
of meaningful understanding. Fides quaraens
intelle ctum. The classical Reformers maintained the recipient of faith was passive
while God gave it solely as a gift. Calvin
taught that the Spirit witnesses within the
spirit of the reader of the Bible , giving evidence that he is reading the Word of God.
But Luther did not read Paul far enough ,
and Calvinists were overly concerned with
the complete sovereignty of God vis a vis
helpless and sinful mankind. Yet if these
were weaknesses , those of us in the tradition of the Restoration Movement have
given natural man too much rope with
which to save himself .
Man enters into the relation , but it is
God who takes the initiative in salvation.
When we pray that the Father open the
hearts of those who turn a deaf ear to the
gospel, surely we are recognizing that man
is not wholly capable in his own unaided
reason of discerning the Word of God. We
may not understand how much a "natural
man " can become a "spiritual man. " We
may be unable to give a name to the mysterious process by which God makes the
transition. But thes·e do not discount that
he does. The open-minded man is a Lockean myth . Man can become a truth-seeker ,
but not of his own doing. The eye of faith
can discern the Word of God-and the eye
is the lamp of the body. When it is confronted by the Word himself, the great historical events in God's redemptive plan become meaningful. The cross makes all
clear. His whole being is now involved when
he gives his· life in full surrender.
Now he lives, for the just live by faith.

1

Acts 13: 48 ; 14 : 27; 16: 14; I Corinthian s 1: 18-24; 2: 6-16.

2

Alan Richardson, Christian Apolo getics ( New York: Harper and Broth ers, 1947) , p. 105.

3

Th e Journals of Soren Kierkegaard, edit ed and transl ated by Alexand er Dru ( London:
Books, 1958), pp. 185f.
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WHAT IS
BIBLICAL PREACHING?
Leander

WENDELL

Keck

WILLIS

IT

1s NOW about a half century since Karl
Barth called ministers to center their work
again in the Word of God. Since the meteoric rise and subsequent critique of the
pulpit as the focus of the church's life, many
have written books criticizing, prescribing
and analyzing "biblical preaching." Most of
the very recent writing has been done either
by preachers themselves ( often explaining
why preaching is "irrelevant") or by theologians who are working on a systematic
presentation of Christian doctrine.
This interview explores the problem of
preaching on the contemporary American
scene with Dr. Leander Keck, professor of
New Testament at Vanderbilt Divinity
School. From his profession Dr. Keck brings
an interest in biblical studies, but since he
helps train students for the ministry , he is
also greatly interested in preaching.

WILLIS: How influential are preachers
today?
KECK: To respond to that , I would
have to make some distinctions in the kind
of influence we're talking about. The influence of preachers concerns the impact of
persons , while the other concerns the ser-

mon itself.
WILLIS: Can you elaborate on the significance of this distinction?
KECK: In years past , leading preachers
in a given community might have swayed
certain elections, for example. But that day
is largely gone. We saw that here in Nashville several years ago when certain churches
were unable to determine the fate of the
liquor-by-the-drink bill, and in Memphis
last year on the same issue. There was a
day when key preachers could sway public
opinion in such matters , when politicians
and public officials would have to take
notice of their views. But that day is pretty
well gone. I see this change as part of the
erosion of Christendom , even in the South.
Nonetheless, by their involvement in community affairs, and by occasional ( or regular) appearance on radio or TV preachers
do have a broad impact on the community
even today. They remain an important factor in the mindset of a community, but
they are no longer able to command a following because they are "religious authorities" as may once have been the case. On
the other hand , within their own congregations , the influence of the week-by-week
1

WE TDELL WILLIS was until recently with the Biblical Studi es Cent er, Universit y of Texas. He is
now employed by the Sweet Co.
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preacher and his preaching on those who
attend with some regularity is considerable.

effectiveness

of the sermon

...

WILLIS: That's a good point. Let's pick
up on the influence of the sermon within
the church today. How important is the
pulpit to the church?
KECK: I think that it's as import ant as
the minister wants to make it. Most people
in the Protestant tradition , especially in
the "low church" stream, go to church expec6ng to hear a good sermon . Now that
do esn't mean that t_hey go to church in
order to be told what th ey mu st do or even
what th ey mu st believ e. If we measur ed
the effectiveness of pr eaching by the degree
to which the preacher can get people to do
or believe or think as he tells them to , then
the effectiveness of th e sermon is pretty nil.
People are not that dependent on the sermon or on the preacher any more , not even
within their own churches.
Actually, that is not the best way to
measure the influence of the effectiveness
of preaching. I know that many people say
things like , "Preaching has lost its importance ," or "You don 't change people by
preaching to them ," and so on. I suspect
_that this whole underst anding of preaching ,
and therefore this reaction to it as well, has
its roots , on the Am erican scene at least , in
the revivalist movement in which the effectivness of the sermon was measured primarily by the numb er of conversions or by
the extent to which measurable results were
obtained , as in elections. Ther e is a certain
amount of truth in this: one can hardly
claim to be effective if nothing happens at
all! But still, I wonder whether that's the
best way to measure what preaching is all
about. If preaching is a matter of giving
the pr eacher a chance to tell people what
to do ( even if it is based on the Bible) , and
if he then measures his effectiveness by
their compliance , then preaching is probably a lost game. But I don 't really think
that is the point of preaching.

6 [134)

interpretation

...

WILLIS : What is the purpose of preaching ,
then?
KECK: There are many purposes for
the act of preaching-education,
inspiration , celebration , and so on. One of the
most important functions-and
this cuts
across many specific purposes-is
interpretation . Proclamation is, after all, a form of
interpretation , not simply an announcement. It is an int erpretation of the gospel
and of the event of Jesus Christ into the
life of today , and it is also at the same
time an interpr etation of today 's life. You
cannot interpr et the relevance of the gospel ,
the import of th e good news for the present situation, without at the same time interpreting this situation. So in the interpretive event both things are reworked and
reinterpreted.

WILLIS: What do you look for in such
a sermon?
KECK: One of the things I look for is
the interpretation of the gospel and of my
own situation in light of the gospel. When
the meaning of Jesus is juxtaposed with my
situation , I expect to understand both Jesus
and myself afresh. When that happens , when
there is a significant, insightful interpretation of whom I am and who Jesus Christ
is and who God is, then that sermon has
attained a significant measure of success
whether or not I do or think or act like the
preacher thinks I ought to do or think or
act. After all, he might be a Repubican and
I might be a Democrat. He might be a conservative , I might be a liberal; he might be
a liberal , I might be a conservative. I don 't
think that it is the purpose of the gospel to
make liberals out of conservatives or conservatives out of liberals , or to get people
to vote a certain way. The aim of preaching
points far deeper than this. It aims to
awaken trust in God and Jove for men in
such a way that the man who responds is
free and responsible.
One of the problems , of course , is that
MISSION

we have such mobile congregations. But
still, in residential congregations-even
today's suburban ones-there
is a core of
people who go to that church for years,
sometimes throughout their lifetimes. And
it simply cannot be denied that the kind of
preaching they hear year in and year out
affects the way they understand reality, the
way they respond to life, look at the world,
react to its crises, raise their children and
sort out the values to be instilled. To be
sure , sustained exposure to a quality of
preaching is not the only influence, but it
is a major one. For example, people who
have attended church for twenty years and
have scarcely ever heard a word about the
social consequences of the gospel are simply
not prepared to deal with today 's crises or
even prepared to hear them discussed in
the pulpit. To be sure , when people move
repeatedly from one community to the next ,
it's difficult to have a long-term influence
through preaching. Nevertheless , that's not
a problem of preaching. That's the problem
of social mobility. Even so, if you move
into a community where there is a church
in which significant things are said and
done, decisive levels of understanding and
action reached, attending that church is
going to have an effect on a person's life
even if he participated for only a few
months. In fact, you can argue that the
social mobility factor makes each sermon
all the more important.

penetrate

the text .

WILLIS: How would you define or speak
of biblical preaching?
KECK: There are several ways in which
biblical preaching can be done. Sometimes
it's important to let a whole book or chapter or argument come to the fore. Sometimes you do very well by concentrating on
only a single verse and exploring that. But
whatever the actual procedure is, the important thing is to penetrate the text, not
simply to appeal to it. Here the difference
NOVEMBER,

1970

between biblical preaching and preaching
which simply uses the Bible becomes clear.
The Bible does not just provide a series of
revealed warrants for conclusions which you
reach on other grounds , but is a series of
windows into reality. It affects not only
what one sees but how one sees as well. So
one has to do justice to each text as he
finds it, rather than rummaging through the
Bible , or in a concordance , till he finds that
verse or collection of verses which says in
King James English what one already wants
to say. The task of penetrating a text is not
a simple one. You have to understand what
was going on as that text came into existence in the first place. One must also ask,
what is being said here about the life of
man before God? Why is it being said at
all, and why is it said just this way? To
deal with these questions requires one to
become a theologian. Not every text in the
Bible yields itself to such penetration. There
are sentences and passages which are less
important than others. (You know, for
example , the report that Solomon 's traders
brought apes, peacocks and ivories from
Sheba; that does not lend itself to a profound three-point sermon!)
But there are passages which one must
penetrate theologically , whether extended
arguments or single phrases. For example ,
First Peter speaks of being "begotten again
to a new life through resurrection from the
dead." That's a very compressed phrase to
unpack. To get inside a single phrase like
that is probably all you can handle in one
sermon , and it may take more than one.
Certainly it is not the kind of text that you
can just quote along with a lot of others to
give a kind of biblical authority to a general point about the resurrection or the new
birth, and call it biblical preaching. In this
case, you have to see the relationships between being born again , resurrection and
living hope. How do these things really hang
together? What is really being said here?
This is not at all obvious. But once you get
inside that , if you have any imagination ,
you begin to discover that this text strikes
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sparks in many directions , and the task of
the preacher is to sort those out in such a
way that the point cuts into daily life.
WILLIS: How does one help the text
do this?
KECK: Sometimes, especially if you have
an argumentative passage rather than a
single phrase, one way to get inside it is
to carry on a running dialogue with the
text. (Actually, this works for a single
phrase also.) From my own preaching, I
find it much easier, and more exciting, to
develop a sermon in which I articulate the
questions which the hearer might have. I
build these into the sermon itself, to give
a dialectic to it. I find that much more interesting than simply expounding the text
and then drawing three practical lessons
from it. For one thing, that is moralizing
and most biblical texts do not lend themselves naturally to moralizing; besides, that
procedure asks that the congregation endure the exposition until you get around to
showing what difference it makes. And
some listeners might not stay with you that
long. But if you build that dialogue into
the sermon itself, then it moves from the
start.

I think the biblical text has a kind of
intentionality to it. The text does not simply
encapsulate a religious or eternal truth from
which practical consequences are to be
drawn. Particularly the Pauline texts came
into existence in tension with the congregations. Paul dictated these letters because he
himself could not be there to address the
congregation; so they have a certain rhetorical style to begin with. He visualizes
himself speaking to the congregation in
worship. And I suspect that the man who
brought the letter also read it to the congregation. So the reading of the letter is not
altogether unlike a tape which is played in
the reading; Paul is brought to speech. I
also suspect that the man who brought the
letter not only .read it but commented on it.

8 [136]

In other words, what Paul dictated was intended to address , even to accost the congregation. His letters were not designed to
record for indefinite time the noble thoughts
of Paul. They came into existence because
Paul was arguing, struggling, with his own
congregations for the truth of the gospel.
Now the only way you can rightly preach
from such a text is to activate its intentto accost also today's congregation with the
call to reflect on whether it understands
rightly what the gospel is all about and
what its demands are. That means that there
is a kind of dialectic movement between
the preacher and the congregation which is
appropriate to the character of the text itself. This is why I find it appropriate to
build into the sermon the tacit dialogue
between the hearer and Paul.

the scholar

. . . and the preacher

WILLIS: How would you reflect on the relationship between the work of the scholar
and that of the preacher? It seems that in
many cases they never meet. But what you
seem to be calling for requires a certain
approach to the text.
KECK: Well, this is a very complicated
problem because it is so easy to polarize
and compartmentalize the matter. For
example, "The scholar's task is to answer
the question , 'What did it mean?' " You can
build a nice fence between those two questions the way the Interpreter's Bible did
when it divided exegesis and exposition. I've
never been very happy with that, although
I recognize that in principle such a distinction must be made so that one's concern for what the text means today does not
control his attempt to understand the original meaning. But one can make a distinction without escalating it into a dichotomy.
What we are dealing with is a matter of
accent and focus.
Scholarly method-scholarly
inquiry into
its historical roots, per se-does not answer the questions: What does a text mean
MISSION

today? Wh at is its truth ? Wh at scholarly
work does is to sharpen one 's under tanding of the text, for example to show that
Paul uses a Christ-hymn in a certain passage. The task of the historical critic is to
understand that hymn as a hymn , its christology , its background in the Hellenistic
world , and to explain how Paul uses it in
his argument. That can be laid out with
a certain amount of clarity wheth er details
are agreed to by everybody or not. But there
is no way to refine the historic al critic al
method sufficiently to answer the question ,
"Is that true? " Nam ely, "Th at he who was
in the form of God did not count equality
with God a thing to be grasped ," and so on.
Do es this adequately and rightly celebrate
who Jesus is and what God has done
through him? Th at is a question of fai th
and decision. Whil e the validity of what
the hymn says is to be decide d by a response of faith, the adequa cy and limit of
this particular way of celebrating the Christevent can be assessed by the disciplin e of
theology ; neither is achieved by exploring in
ever greater detail the historical question
about the hymn and its languag e itself.
The same hold s true for the parable s or
sayings of Jesus, or even the thing s he did.
For exa mpl e, he ate with sinners and publicans. H e did so because he had a certain
understanding of the Kingdom of God , and
of God , which was articulated and mad e
concr ete in his action s. The historia n, the
critic , can sharpen this, can describe it in
some detail and the conn ection s with other
sayings, oth er deeds, and with his whole
life-style , perhaps even with his death . But
that only sharpen s the qu estion , "Is this
really a reliabl e ind ex, a definitive clue , to
who God is and man is in the presence of
God? " The preacher doesn t simply lecture
about these things just as he does not simply
repeat Paul's argum ent , although some of
that often needs to be imp arte d in the ermon for th e imple reason that the text has
to be made intelligible.

WILLIS: How , then , doe s the preach er
NOVEMBER,
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use this inform ation to develop a sermon ,
a procl amation of good news?
KECK: Es entially , he identifies with the
text in uch a way a to announc e its truth
and to relate that truth to the life of the
congreg ation . Basically, he bears witness to
its truth and significance. That's not th e
same as the scholar's task , but I don't see
how such a sermon can really occur with
any credibility without the scholarly understandin g of what the text is and what it's
up to. On e can give an interesting , and even
useful, inspiring ermo n which tot ally misuses the text. We have all heard such sermon s, but th at is not taking the text itself
serious ly. And if one is indifferent on principle to schol arship , then hi preachin g i
like jumping from the pinnacle of the temple: it's daring God to speak in the sermon
in spite of what he does. That's not a responsibl e way to preach. So the work of
the scho lar ( and here Barth wa right) is
rea lly to prepare the reader to und erstand
the text. Schol ars hip shou ld help locate th e
issue about which a fundamental decision
has to be made , whet her it has to do with
the Kingdom of God, justification by faith
the righteousness of God , or the resurrection. The truly biblical preacher combines
the schol ar ' work with the preacher's task.
Having analyzed the text as a scholar , he
become a preacher who says , "It is true ,
and it make s this difference. "

. . . to th e out sider
WILLIS: What about preaching to th e outider , to the person who may be tacitly interested in Christ ianity but considers himself outside the pale of the church , the socalled "disenchanted youth ," for exa mple?
Which author do they need to hear, maybe
not what they would enjoy the mo st?
KECK: Well , if you handled it rightly ,
I think the Synoptic Gosp els . There is still
this to be reckoned with-the pot ential impact of Jesus the man . I don 't mean a kind
of outmoded p ychologizing of his inner life
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or a kind of sentimentalism about the man
with curly locks. For a lot of people-the
ones you mentioned included-the
church
is problematic at best, if not downright perverse; the theology of Paul is obscure , and
the same is true of John. So you cannot
begin there. But there is something about
the sayings of Jesus , the parables , the life
of Jesus as a whole and its style, the way
his death is the outcome of his kind of life,
which is arresting. He has a kind of shockvalue in causing us to reflect on whether
we understand what life is all about and
what its resources are. If I were going
to do a lot of preaching ot talking to people
outside the Christian tradition , I would
pitch my ball there. I think that Jesus has
the capacity to elicit a response. When that
begins to occur, then we can talk about its
theological basis , and so on. I want to talk
about Jesus. Paul teaches me why I should
do so. But in trying to reach the so-called
"outsider" ( and I am reminded that according to Matthew, the church cannot be so
certain as to who this is!), I would not
begin with Paul's argumentation. I would
try to get a response to Jesus. That's what
matters.
WILLIS: Do you think there are in the
United States any great biblical preachers
today , as at the turn of the century?

KECK: Well, I don't know of any. But
that may say more about me than about
preachers. But the days of the "princes of
the pulpit " are probably past , and that may
be just as well. Oratory in general has
largely disappeared , except perhaps in the
Black churches. But my hunch is that there
is a considerable amount of good biblical
preaching going on across the country
which nobody knows about because it
doesn't get a lot of publicity. The men I
know who take biblical preaching seriously
generally disdain announcing topics which
can be put into the papers. They simply
announce the text and do not worry about

10 [138]

giving it a zippy title as if the sermon had
to compete with the movies. So there is
probably more good biblical preaching than
we know about , though it may not be oratorical in style. Still, I don't know of contemporary major figures with national following such as Buttrick or Scherer were in
recent decades.
I suppose it depends on what you mean
by biblical preaching again. There is such
a thing as preaching biblically without
preaching expositorially. One can live with
a passage , penetrate it and produce a sermon which does not simply expound the
text verse by verse but which in its whole
scope , pathos , emphasis , horizons and even
imagery , would be totally impossible without the text. There is a sense in which that
is an important form of biblical preaching
because the text has shaped the whole
sermon very subtly.
WILLIS: What you are pointing to is
the way the canon functions in the sermon.

KECK: That's right. I don 't think we
pay enough attention to this. The canon's
function cannot be measured simply by the
number of times the Bible is quoted or by
the amount of actual bulk it occupies in
the typed manuscript of the sermon. In part,
its place is gauged by the extent to which
the preacher considers himself accountable
to the subject-matter of the text , and
whether he feels he must struggle to let
that subject-matter come through into the
life of his hearers. In part , it also manifests
itself as canon in the extent to which the
preacher finds himself and his understanding
shaped by the subject-matter of the text.
When this begins to occur , then I believe
the sermon will be the outgrowth of his
intersecting the text with today 's situation ,
in and out of the church; if he is struggling
with a significant text , he will be a significant biblical preacher. And if he can also
master the art of communic ating, he will be
an effective one as well.
IR
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THE WORSHIP HOUR:
A BREAK WITH THE PAST
DUDLEY

LYNCH

FoR

LONG YEARS NOW, the Churches of
Christ have adhered unerringly to a basic
mode of worship-the
traditional songprayer-sermon-invitational service.
This suzerainty is being challenged, quietly, cautiously, in congregations where renewalist elements are at work. Inquiries
suggest that this challenge-by
no means
the cataclysm that is shaking some of the
strongly liturgical churches-is
not limited
to any particular locale or congregation of
a certain size or even a certain presentiment.
The unrest is a natural extension of the
disquiet over traditional approaches to social
issues, biblical interpretation, and the nature of the Christian mission.
Will Oursler, speaking of the American
religious scene in general , noted in his popularized study Religion-Out
or Way Out
that when renewal comes, it comes
not only in the attitudes toward metaphysical issues, or the direction of outreach that religion takes. It comes also
in the modes of outreach, in the service,
the prayer and prelude, the hymn of
praise. (p. 61)
Oursler broached the subject by relating an
anecdote produced by Vatican Council II ,
on a morning, he said, when the Ethiopians
were celebrating the liturgy in what was
described as "their own rather piquant rite."
Oursler continued:
An Italian bishop , distressed at such
unfamiliar ceremonies in the Holy See,
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exclaimed to his neighbor: "What a
carnival! " The neighbor shrugged and
commented, "Yes Monsignore, but isn't
the whole thing a carnival?"
Oursler quoted C. J. McNaspy's reaction
to this exchange as recorded in McN aspy's
book Our Changing Liturgy:
The anecdote focuses on several of the
unresolved-perhaps
never-to-be-resolved
-tensions that are central to any liturgical discussion. What is the proper element of "carnival" in liturgy or any
celebration? When does culture become
Kitsch? At what point does unity freeze
into uniformity? To what extent does
catholicity imply diversity? How popular
should the mode of worship done by
God 's people actually be . . . ?
The terminology used here is foreign to us ,
but if one can get past this possible semantic block , the questions framed are similar
to questions being asked in some Churches
of Christ.

the frontier

.

Worship modes in today 's Churches of
Christ show a remarkable fidelity to those
adopted early in the Restoration movement.
This in itself offers an explanation for the
disenchantment that some feel, for these
practices were born in their place in space
and time. H. Richard Niebuhr, in The
(139)
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Social Sources of Denominationallsm, etched
this view:
The frontier not only divided its pioneers
from the established churches of the East
but also impressed upon them a common
pattern of religious life and a common
religious symbolism . . . The hymns
which were sung , the prayers which were
offered , the symbols of heaven and hell
which were employed , the sins which
were condemned and the righteousness
which was portrayed , were the hymns,
prayers , symbols ;· sins and virtues of the
frontier . . . The practices of the churches
of established communities , their liturgies,
their institutional character , their philosophical defense of the faith , their federal or episcopal organization were
scarcely regarded as Christian by the
early Disciples; only that interpretation
of the New Testament which appeared
reasonable from the point of view of the
West was regarded as truly Christian.
(pp. 179, 180)
The excesses of the emotional sects of
frontier-bred American Christianity were
such that it is little wonder that our forebears in the orthodox Churches of Christ
guarded the door and the floor zealously.
Within these fundamentalist sects, it was
obvious that the "carnival" had outstripped
propriety , and it was an embarassment , a
burlesque, an excess , a substitution of emotion over reason , a repudiation of the rationalistic views of the Restoration fathers.
It brought a counterreaction that undoubtedly strengthened the tendency of Churches
of Christ to criticize, and avoid any semblance of, the worship practices of "denominationalism."
Usually , these cnt1cs
cited the use of the instrument as the focus
of their objections. But one wonders if the
intensity of this vigil were not more an
atavistic reaction against common cultural
roots that members of Churches of Christ
have shared with that emotional segment
of Southern Protest antism that Erskine
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Caldwell has characterized so well in Deep
South.

why challenge

has come . . .

There is a temptation to suggest a "class "
explanation for the challenge to traditional
worship modes in Churches of Christ.
Social mobility surely must be a factor. It
is the writer 's own experience that those
individuals ( as opposed to churches) most
likely to try innovations and those most
~ikely to be upset by them fall remarkably
mto two classes easily defined in socioeconomic terms. With that in mind , but
also taking into account other of the traceable influences , let's set down a few possibilities why challenge has come:
1. The staidness of traditional worship
processes in comparison to the professional
and multi-media character of almost all
other forms of public communication today.
2. The new emphasis on the Holy Spirit
and the tendency of this influence to reject
the "Calvinistic " aridity of traditional
forms.
3. Increased dependency on religion to
countermand the impersonal influences of
a technical society.
4. The desire of renewalists to change the
role of the worshipper from spectator to
participant.
5. A new level of cosmopoliteness on the
part of preacher and pew.
6. Increased emphasis on the sensual in
our society.
7. The abandonment by succeeding generations of the defenses of the defensive
pioneering generations.
8. The influences of a generation raised
in the midst of constant change.
9. The increasing appearance in the ministry and in church leadership of individuals
who have received a part of their higher
education outsid e Church of Christ-related
institutions.
10. New insight into the diversity and
MISSION

informality of early Christian worship practices .

from preaching

. . . to worship

One Midwestern congregation that has experimented with its worship format isquite the opposite of what might be expected-small , decidedly middle-aged , composed primarily of "blue collar " workers
and retirees , and has , its minister said ,
"very traditional roots. "
"It has always used the customary worship forms , and in the customary order ,
that is, two songs, a prayer and a song ,
sermon , and so forth ," he said. He added:
During the summer and early fall I put
emphasis in lesson s on ren ewing our worship and making it more meaningful.
Some changes were simple-singing songs
that had something to do with the morn-

ing's theme , interrupting my remarks to
sing these songs when appropri ate, ra ther
than having them all at the beginning of
the service. Other changes were perhaps
considered not so simple-having an occasion al period of sentence prayer , responsive reading , and so forth. On the
whole , what I tried to do was to center
the worship experience less on a sermon
and more on congregational participation ,
usually climaxing in the Lord 's Supper.
He said the results generally have been
pleasing. Some members objected at first,
but he feels the majority now approve. A
few who felt strongly quit. Others whom
he classified as " some of the more conservative" express ed dissatisfaction with the content of the new format , suggesting there
was "too much Old Testament and not
enough New Testament-about
the church
and how to get into it." The minister met

Tears
that kneel
groans
of an ending eye
and the
talkless moment
eloquent
and echoes
from ribcage
to skull
by the Spirit's line
tender moment
God's touch
a

feather

finger
crush and wring

in God-talk gush
rush of Golden Wing
Gather!
Oh God ,
Gather.
Likewise the Spirit also helpeth our infirmities:
for we know not what we should pray for as we ought:
but the Spirit itself maketh intersession for us
with groanings which cannot be uttered.
-Jack Welch
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criticism of new songs with sessions to introduce them to the congregation. For a
time, the preacher challenged the invitationsong ritual as an every-service necessity but
negative reaction was so fierce that he chose
to re-introduce it.
"In spite of these burrs and perhaps a
few other minor ones, the transition from
a preaching service to a worship service has
gone smoothly," he said. "In spite of my
bias I think I am accurate in saying that
most members have welcomed a kind of
spirit of renewal." He said the chance of
regression to previous worship patterns is
always a possibility , as is the danger of
stagnating at the new level.

integration

of the service

In the Dallas area, a large congregation has
created a worship committee that plans in
detail every Sunday morning service and
services connected with Christmas, Thanksgiving,· a homecoming Sunday, or other special days. Format changes have led to frequent use of antiphonal singing, in which
one side of the audience will sing and then
another, or the women and then the men.
Occasionally, a soloist is used . Varied approaches to scripture readings are employed; the format is usually centered
around the Lord's Supper or the prayer and
includes antiphonal and congregational
readings and narration and response. The
Lord's Supper has become a time involved
with singing and scripture readings as the
emblems are served.
The invitation hymn has been eliminated ,
the purpose being, this church's minister
said, to "complete integration of the service
. as a single unit. The sermon is made subordinate to be compatible with the worship
emphasis and the evangelistic factor omitted completely." He said:
We make these changes for three basic
reasons. To involve the individual worshipper personally and actively in worship, to remove the predictability factor,
and to demonstrate that worship is more
14 [142)

than form and ritual, that it is a real experience in relating to God with praise
and thanksgiving."
He said the measure of their success is that
the new format is now followed with ease,
little criticism, and a high level of participation. He added:
I expect to see the Sunday morning worship become an experience of pure worship, with announcements, invitations , and
special programs being rarely present . . .
There should be a more rigid control on
the entrance of latecomers so that sections of the worship hour may be experienced without interruption. We are considering a separate worship service for
small children.

similar

to . . . the early church

Another Texas congregation has made use
of the above innovations and has added a
few of its own. Like its Dallas area counterpart, this congregation is comprised of a
mixture of working and professional people ,
is located in a primarily middle class area,
and has a sizable number of young families.
At various times, those in the congregation
who choose have assumed a posture of
prayer with hands outstretched and eyes
heavenward, as recorded in 1 Timothy 2: 8,
and have employed the congregational amen
mentioned in 1 Corinthians 14:16. On occasion a men's chorus has been used to present chants similar to those used by the
early church and on still another, the congregation came forward to the Lord's Table.
Feelings of the members were intense in
both directions. Some members left, not to
return. "If a member of a denominational
group came in, he would not know where
he was," one member objected. Others
greeted the changes warmly.
These innovations hardly constitute a
"carnival," but they do represent a break
with the past-the immediate past, that is.
In some respects they represent a return to
a past some nineteen centuries ago.
18
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What do we see
In the sacrament of
Holy Communion?
Visibly we see
a cross
a table
a loaf
a cup .
What do we hear
In the celebration
Of the Lord's Supper?
Audibly we hear
a hymn
a prayer
a scripture
a meditation
But our minds tell us
We are witnessing symbolic expressions.
Our minds frame questions:
What in the world am I doing here?
What can this ancient rite possibly have
To do with me? today?
But our hearts tell us
We are involved in more than symbolic expressions.
Our hearts frame questions, too:
Can I sense an awareness
of fellowship with God and man?
Can I possibly-intelligently
participate in this
Symbol of faith?
Our minds and hearts, too often,
Are at odds.
The heart yearns for faith:
The mind argues for unfaith.
By some unseen, perhaps inexplicable,
Presence and awareness
The mind and heart can focus
On the One who challenged both
Mind and heart:
The One who came to demonstrate
that life with love at the center is
Real life.
NOVEMBER ,
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Perhaps , in a desperate longing
For meaning ,
Perhaps , in an inward yearning
For faith,
We can make Kierkegaard 's "leap of faith"
And merely rely on
The possibility of the truth of the words:
"The heart has its reasons
that reason
Knows not of."
-Terence

E. Johnson

Population
and

our

THE CHRISTIAN
AND POPULATION

mission

is service

is people ,
to

people.

CONTROL

ROGER MANNON
Ov
ERPOPULATION
is fast becoming the
world's greatest problem. It 's magnitude lies
in that it is not only a problem in itself, but
that it causes or intensifies practically all
problems of national and world-wide scope :
hunger , pollution , crime , racial tension and
deterioration of the social structure. Present
efforts to deal with these problems without
a comprehensive plan of population control
treats the symptoms while the disease gets
worse.
Of all people , Christians have a vital
concern in stabilizing popul ation. Yet despite the cornucopia of doomsday alarm
from so many sources, Christians remain,

for the most part , unconcerned. The only
article I have seen in a Churches of Christ
magazine on the population explosion is a
shallow, imperceptive piece in a conservative journal that finds "fornication " to be
the root of the population problem. 1
Overpopulation is an unchristian term:
it implies that people are an expendable
surplus. But unless an effort is made to limit
population by decreasing the birth rate ,
then the scarcity of life's necessities, the
socio-psychological effects of over-crowded
conditions and the poison of increased pollution will eventually stop the spiraling
population growth-very
possibly in a

ROGER MA
ON is a gradua te of Freed-Hardeman College and is now stud ying at Virginia Polytechnic Institute in Blacksburg, Virginia. He is th e edi tor of Global ViUage.
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chaotic and catastophic way!

...

imperative

for the U. S.

A popular misconception is that the United
States isn't over-populat ed. But population
control is more impera tive for the United
States than any other country. The world's
highest living stand ard is also the severest
strain on the environment. Six percent of
the world 's popul ation uses 35 percent of
the world 's raw materials ,2 causing pollution and rapid depletion of resources. Two
hundred million Americans put as much
stress on the environment as would four
billion at India's living standard. 3
Population growth is geometric , so that
slight variations have tremendous effect on

Nor is the prolific, low-income family primarily responsible for a high birth rate. If
the poor had no children at all, it would
reduce the United States growth rate by
only one-tenth of one percent. 6
If all two million members of the
Churches of Christ stopped having children ,
this alone would not stop the population
spiral. As Louis e B. Young says of the
anti-contraceptive Roman Catholic Church:
. . . even a drastic change in its policy
can hardly be expected to solve the population problem , because formal religious
doctrine is only one of many factors
that influence the fertility of a people.
The most important ones seem to lie in
the broad , nebulou s area where religious
beliefs and social traditions meet and
delineate a way of life. 7
The social traditions of which she speaks
pertain not only to the Roman Catholic
Church but also to the Churches of Christ
as well. We need to recognize ourselves as
part of the social strata that is largely responsible for the solution.

crusading

future populations. For example, three generations of three-child families ( 3x3x3)
produces more than three times as many
people as the same span of two-child families (2x2x2). The three-child family causes
population to double in fifty years. The
two-child family would stabilize population
in this country by the turn of the century. 4
This may require new attitudes by Americans toward the familial structure, but
nothing as drastic as celibacy.
The unwanted , unplanned child as the
cause of overpopulation is another popular
misconception. Adolph W. Schmidt of the
Population Crisis Committee says
our population problem is being caused
by well-educated , middle- to upperincome families , confirmed contraceptive
users , having the number of children they
want. 5
NOVEMBER,
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zeal . . .

Churches of Christ have always been militant against threats to the social fiber:
Communism , Liberalism, perm1ss1veness,
alcohol. Why hasn 't the same sort of crusading zeal been directed toward the population problem? Partially , because the
broad social strata that includes Churches
of Christ doesn 't see the danger as being
immediate. Pollution is still at not-yet-lethal
levels and is at the moment a problem of
esthetics rather than survival. In sparsely
inhabited rural areas, a church -stronghold,
it is ludicrous to speak of overcrowding.
And even though 12,000 starve to death
every day and two-thirds of the world is
hungry , the extent of the Third Worlders '
suffering is so gigantic as to appear unreal.
Their plight continues because the Christian mind , numbed by such suffering, pictures them as statistics and not people.
In the context of the Churches of Christ ,
militant stands usually have been taken only
[145]
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against external threats. The population
thr eat is as much intern al as external and
can 't be blamed on an ethnic or ideological
scapegoat. The "us-them " conflict does not
exist. The Church of Christ four-child family (providing that living standard stresses
on the environment are equal) is just as
guilty as the Roman Catholic four-child
family.
But involvement with population control
for the Christian may be problematic because this problem has no historical , and
hence no biblical precedent. In the past
when a country was overcrowded , the overflow spilled into new territory. The world
did not become the Global Village until this
century , so the Bible has nothing to say
expressly about what to do when all the
territories are filled.
In fact , the Old Testament is replete with
examples of prolificity. Genesis 1 :28 ("be
fruitful and multiply " ) is often used as a
sanction for large families ( although nothing else in the Old Testament is binding
today). This command was repeated to
Noah after the Flood. Abraham 's descendents were to be as numerous as the stars.
Onan was killed by the Lord for practicing
a form of birth control-instead
of having
intercourse with his brother 's widow to continue the lineage ( Genesis 3 8) .
The tendency probably will be to fall
back on the comfortable , undemanding
literalism. But to continue the frontier tradition of prolificity ( and this , rather than
biblical example , is the basis for the present
familial structure) if the rest of society begins to deal with the population problem
could ultimately destroy the church 's in-

fluence.
Population control is by no means a
panacea for our problems , but it is fundamental in every phase of Christian experience for their solution. For example , if
every Christi an family had only two childr en and adopt ed as many more as they
wanted , the need for orph anages would
cease. Orphanag es aren't necessarily "unscriptural " but they are a poor substitute
for normal home life. Th e adoption approach would benefit everybody. The parents would have the numb er of children
they wanted , the orphans would have the
benefits of normal home life, and the orphanage would be removed as a stumbling
block and cause for division.

service

to people

...

Perhaps the population explosion will become so monstrous that it will jar the
church from its insensitive , hidebound religious position. Perhaps it will destroy the
social institution that has replaced a spiritual
body. Perhaps it will destroy the materialism that has become to us an anesthesia.
At the same time an involvement in population control could make us aware of the
relationships of man to environment and
man to man. Perhaps it could help us see
our responsibility to man and to the unborn generations who will inherit what we
leave behind.
Population is people , and our mission is
service to people. The import of the population explosion on this mission is seen in
the slogan of the Hugh Moore Fund:
"Whatever your cause , it's a lost cause unless we control population. " 8
m

Wright Randolph , "Our Nation is in Troubl e (I) ," Truth (April 9, 1970) , 5, 6.
Paul E. Ehrli ch, "Are Th ere Too Many of Us" McCall's (Jul y, 1970) , 46ff.
3 Jeffrey D . Alderman and Victor L. Simpson, "Curb
Births or F ace Control s," Th e Roanoke Tim es
(M ay 3, 1970) , C-7.
-1 Accordin g to Zero Popul ation Growth , 367 State Street, Los Angeles, Californi a 94022.
5 "Wh ere Babies Com e From ," Reader's Digest (April , 1969) , 17.
G Ib id.
; Loui se B. Young, Pop ulation in Perspective ( New York: Oxford University Press, 1968) , p. 194.
8 For free reprint s of th e Hu gh Moore Fund adverti sement in the Satu rday Review and also for President Nixon' s addr ess on popul ation , write Hugh Moore Fund , 60 East 42nd Street, ew York, N.Y.
10017.
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REVIEWS

Edited by Robert R. Marshall
2126 Wilmette Avenue
Wilmette, Illinois 60091

A Review of Graphics
A review section-this
review section-is
in business to review books. At least , that
is what I was told when I accepted the
editorship of this section. So, a good review
column should keep its attention riveted on
the recent and important releases in the
book world. After all, that is what a review
section is all about. Right?
Wrong!
At least, partly wrong! Obviously , a review section should concern itself with
books. But there is a vast inventory of
printed materials which do about the same
things books do. These materials inform ,
inspire, indict. They pat us on the back ,
slap us on the wrist , and occasionally rabbit punch us in the back of the head.
So, for this month at least, we are enlarging our horizons to include materials
(mostly printed) that would not qualify as
"books." We have grouped these other-thanbooks into the rather elastic category of
"graphics." For our purposes "graphics "
includes posters , photographs , pictures , banners , broadsides, bulletin covers, letterheads ,
plaques, stationery, bookmarks, and even
some greeting cards.
By the way, the purpose of this special
report is not to provide a comprehensive
guide to all available graphcis. It is to remind you that we are living in an age of
graphics. Use them. Communicate through
them. Acquire them for your home. Send
them as gifts. Use them in the teaching
process. Display them in your congregation.
Put them in your office. They will speak by
themselves. They will also generate further
verbal communication.
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THEY'RE EVERYWHERE!
Just look around you: graphics are everywhere. Let's start by mentioning such a
simple device as the American Bible Society's psychedelic miniature tract-poster:
"God Is Love" (2¢ each , # TEV-880-P)an attractive and appealing mini-poster
which effectively and colorfully conveys the
text of 1 Corinthians 13.
Magazines and newspapers provide a
rich source of excellent graphics which are
frequently wasted by readers. Many companies have institutional advertising campaigns that feature great ideas, important
quotations, outstanding pictures-all worth
saving and using. Some companies offer
these free , in larger than magazine sizes.
Hasselblad Cameras (Paillard, Inc) is
only one of several companies which makes
some of its great photographs available to
the public. Some are free. Write for their
brochure of free materials: Paillard , Inc. ,
1900 Lower Road, Linden , New Jersey
07036. For a small charge you may secure
some excellent posters and pictures from
such sources as Trans World Airways. Do
not overlook the resources of national tourist, information , or travel offices.
Then there are secular companies which
specialize in preprinted letterheads and postcards with appropriate artwork. These are
especially good for mimeographed letters
and reminders about meetings, programs ,
and special events. I especially like Idea
Art's collection. Write for a catalog: Idea
Art , 30 East 10th St., New York, New York
10003.
But as good as these are, the above
[147)
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DID YOU KNOW?
Did you know that one such small enterpris e print s thre e posters per month
especially for use in Bible Schools. Write
for information about Bible School Displays-of-the-Month: John M. Hurt Publication , 1030 Belvidere Drive, Nashville ,
Tennessee 37204.

OUCH! one poi gnant photo graph plu s a few
word s of expr es ·ive pro se are th e bri ef component of Pflaum 's "Listen Chri stian" series th at will
rebuk e th e apath y of ev ry sensitive p erson.

sources only touch the hem of the garment .
There are dozens of companies which specialize in religious graphics.

did~ou e\JeR.

a

so

teLL ue
CONVlnCINQLY
"tHAt evenYOU
seueveo1v

"DID YOU EVER ," a series of Kairos po sters by
John Trav ersa, put s into word s and comic artwork
ome near profou nd thou ght s and deeds which
have pas ed throu gh almost everybod y's life in
les profound form s.
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Did you know that many publishing
houses have even developed art appreciation kits in order to use graphics more effectively in the teaching of God 's Word. I
especially commend Concordia 's "Art Education Series" by Victor H. Brott (Concordia Publishing House , 3558 S. Jefferson
Avenue , St. Louis , Missouri 63118) and
the Seabury Press ' "Learning with Art "
(Seabury Press , 815 Second Ave., New
York, New York 10017). Seabury 's series
contains full-color prints which will stimulate children to talk about their interests
and experiences.
POSTERS , POSTERS
But of all the development in the field
of graphic , the most prolific seems to be
posters.

Have you seen the set of posters taken
from the booklet "Listen Christian" ( 7 pictures , 17x22 , $3.00)? They are striking,
haunting , and calculated to pierce the most
callous conscience ( see Figure 1 ) . This
series is among my personal favorites. Write
the publisher about this and other poster
sets: Geo. A. Pflaum, 38 W. ·Fifth Street ,
Dayton, Ohio 45402.
Kairos (Box 24056, Minneapolis , Minnesota 55424) has issued a set of posters by
John Traversa ( see Figure 2). The series of
eighteen posters ( 17x22 , $3.60 per set) is
called "Did You Ever. " Here are some
samples: "Did you ever stop to watch the
time go by and it did?" . "Did you ever
scream so long and loud that you forgot
what you were screaming about? ". An excellent set of teaching posters.
Have you seen any of the new poster
MISSION

recently released by Small World Unlimited?
There are twelve in this series. Each poster
costs $1.50. I like the one with a little boy
holding a cigarette ("Still Smoking ,", # 12
EJL Series) and the one with a comfy hat
pulled down over his forehead ( "I like you
more than my hat," # 4 AML Series) , and
the litle girl with a great smile ( "Wuv," # 7
Small People Posters).

ALLI KNOW OF
TOMORROW
,..

ABBEY AND ARGUS?
Do you know about Abbey Press ( St.
Meinrad , Indiana 47577)? They have what
appears to be the most extensive line of
Christi an graphics anywhere. They have a
great line of gift banners and posters ( see
Figure 3). They produce mini-poster s,
greeting cards, note paper , and even placards. Write for their catalog. You 'll be delighted and surprised.

PROVIDENC E

WILL RISE
BEFORETI-E SUN
lACO(H>AlfU

GRAPHICS MAY INF ORM OR I DIC T or, as
in this banner de signed by Abbey Press, we may
be inspir ed by a truth that has inh eren t lift.

Another excellent source for creative
religious graphics is Argus Communications
(see Figure 4) . Write for the brochure listing their materials: Argus Communications,
3505 N. Ashland Avenue , Chicago, Illinois
60657.
ANCH OR AND SACRED DESIGN
Two other companie s do an excellent job
in the production of certain specialized
graphics. Write for catalogs:
Anchor
Church Suppliers , Inc. , 3810 W. Broadway ,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55422 and Sacred
Design , 840 Colorado Avenue , Minneapolis ,
Minnesota 55416 . Also in this category ,
contact Concordia Publishing House for a
descriptive brochure about its outstanding
new "Focus Bulletins " (see address above).
FINALLY , PFLAUM
Perhap s the best favor I can do you is to
urge you to order Pflaum 's book Media For
Christian Formation, edited by William A .
Dalglish. This is a guide to audio-visual
resources including many "graphics. " See
Pflaum 's address above.
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MEA I GFUL QUOTES from such divergent
sourc es as Machiav elli an d Rod McKu en are th e
b a ic subj ect matt er of many graph ics. " ot to
decide is to decide" are- the words of Harvey Cox
featured in this Argus Communications poster and
card.
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Gift Suggestions
If you think shopping is hard for you ,
consider how difficult it is for me to make
recommendations in absence of several
facts. First , I do not know the recipient.
Probably , I do not know you. I do not
know what bookstores and outlets are available to you. And , of course, I do not know
what you want to spend.
But do not be discouraged. After all,
what are a few facts? I will make recommendations anyway!

A BIBLE?
For those who will purchase a Bible for
a gift, let me remind you that for the first
time you may give the New English Bible.
Remember the complete Bible wasn 't
around last year: only the New Testament
was available. There are several editions ,
but I prefer The New English Bible With
The Apocrypha (Oxford University Press ,
1970). This edition has both Testaments,
plus the Apocrypha , and sells for $9.95 .
The standard edition without the Apocrypha
sells for $8.95. I suggest the edition with
the Apocrypha because we ought to be
familiar with this body of literature.
If you intend to purchase a Bible or New
Testament, don 't forget Zondervan's compilation called The New Testament from 26
Translations (1967 , $12.50) edited by Curtis Vaughan. The King James is the base for
the work , but the 25 other versions are
reproduced when they put forward significant , illuminating , or different translations.
The 26 versions include King James , American Standard , Revised Standard , New English Bible , Goodspeed , Moffatt , and J. B.
Phillips.
Then there's the American Bible Society's
TEV (Today 's English Version). It comes
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in various bindings. The paperback sells for
as little as 35¢. A good stocking gift! Incidentally , the Bible Society has distributed
more than 20 million copies of this translation in the past few years. Order directly
from: American Bible Society, P. 0. Box
100, Ansonia Station , New York , New
York 10023.
For children , remember that the Taize
Picture Bible (Fortress , 1969 , $4 .95) is not
only highlights from the Biblical text (Jerusalem Bible) , but the words are brilliantly
illustrated by 83 drawings , many in color .
Th.is is an excellent work. Also , the American Bible Society has a New Testament
which I believe would fascinate most children. It is called New Testament with Pictures. It has 581 illustrations with 10 maps
which illustrate items , customs , and places
in the text. In either King James or Revised Standard , the book is very inexpensive: $1.00 for paperback (order #02290);
hardbound is $1.50 (order # 02730).
When shopping for Bibles don 't overlook
the possibility of getting a Bible which incorporates a special feature. There are wide
margin , chain reference and even loose-leaf
Bibles. You may want to be original ( excuse the pun) and secure a testament in
either Hebrew or Greek. For $1.95 you
may secure the American Bible Society 's
recent Greek New Testament with simplified critical apparatus ( order # 56491). For
recipients who do not read Greek with ease ,
you may want to treat them to Alfred Marshall's The Interlinear Greek-English New
Testament (Zondervan-Bagster , 1967 , $10).
Mr. Marshall gives his literal English translation of the Nestle Greek Text (21st edition). For the Old Testament in Hebrew
get R. Kittel 's Biblia Hebraica (American
MISSION

Bible Society , 1937 , $8.62).
A BONUS NEW TESTAMENT
One of the most useful books extant is
the New Testament in Four Versions. This
book presents the King James, Revised
Standard , Phillips Modern English , and the
New English Bible in four parallel texts so
that one may see the four treatments of the
text without turning a page. However , the
book is distributed only by the periodical
"Christianity Today." So, why not get
"Christianity Today " for $6 and ask them
to include free the 864-page book. The
address: Christianity Today, 1014 Washington Building, Washington , D.C. 20005.
A FAMILY BOOK
There are very few books which seem to
be useful to everyone in the family. But I
have one which I think fills the bill. It is
the fantastic volume produced by the National Geographic Society: Ever yday Life
in Bible Times (1967, $9.95). Whatever
interests people in the National Geographic
Magazine will cause people to be interested
in this volume.
Everyday Life in Bible Times is a work
of exquisite artwork , photography , and
printing. It is at once colorful , interesting ,
readable , and scholarly. It has pictures and
illustrations galore ( 528 in all, 412 in
color) , an exciting commentary that guides
the reader through ancient times , and thirteen maps. One map is enclosed in the back
flap and may be removed. It folds out to a
size of 29x41 inches , and shows "The Holy
Land" and "Lands of the Bible Today. "
In addition to the Geographic 's cartographic
excellence , these maps have informative descriptive notes. You may order the book
directly from: National Geographic Society ,
Washington , D.C. 20036.
If you want something more "relevant "
for the family library I would suggest an
excellent treatment of the subject of drugs
by A. E. Wilder Smith: The Drug Users
(Shaw , 1969, $5.95). Dr. Smith , a pharmacologist, has written a provocative study
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of what drugs can accomplish (good and
bad) , as well as the reasons for and implications of "turning on." This would be a
fine addition to a home library, especially
for parents and teenagers.
STIMULATORS

Possibly you like to give books which
cause people to think or re-think-to
shake
people up! If so, there are several that will
do the job. At the head of the list I would
put John W. Montgomery 's Damned
Through the Church (Bethany , 1970,
$2.95). Written by one of the world's most
scholarly men , this work is simple and blunt
and challenging.
You may want to give Keith Miller's new
book called Habitation of Dragons (Word,
1970 , $4.95). This is one of the most personal and honest books I have ever read.
Some of the things most people will not
talk about are the subject of Miller 's discussions.
In the category of stimulators I would
highly recommend any of Francis A.
Schaeffer's books. Inter-Varsity Press issues
several of Schaeffer's works in paperbacks:
Death in the City (1969 , $1.95) , The God
Who ls There (1968 , $2 .50) , Escape From
Reason (1968 , $1.25) , and The Mark of
the Christian (1970, $.95). On September 1,
Tyndale House released a Schaeffer paperback on ecology: Pollution and the Death
of Man (1970, $1.95).
A very moving book is Lucy Gray's
Diary of Hope: Reflections of an Alcoholic's Wife (Baker , 1970 , $2.95 -). This is
not a book of cheap solutions. It is tender
and loving-the
diary of a woman who
shares her honest thoughts about the problem her husband brings to their marriage.
Even if you have no problem with alcohol ,
the honesty and love and hopefulness of
this short diary make for a most strengthening experience.
To your favorite businessman , why not
give Don Fabun's The Dynamics of Change
(Prentice-Hall , 1967, $6.95)?
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There are other stimulators: / t' s a Playboy World by William S. Banowsky (Revell,
1969 , $3.50); Don 't Sleep Through the
Revolution by Paul S. Rees (Word, 1969,
$2.95) ; Soundings by Robert A. Raines
(Harper & Row , 1970 , $3.95); Obscenity
and Public Morality by Harry M. Clor (University of Chicago Press , 1969 , $9.50).
In this category I must mention a really
fine work published by the Christian Medical Society and Tyndale House. The trouble
is that it is a fine book-but I am not sure
it's a good gift book. You'll see why when
I mention the title: . Birth Control and the
Christian (Tyndale House , 1969 , $6.95).
It deals with the current issues of contraception , abortion and sterlization. It deserves to be read. Come to think of it, why
not give this one on New Year 's Day?
CHILDREN
Golden Press has recently issued The
Bible for Young Readers (Old Testament)
in paperback at a cost of only $1.95. Featuring highlights of the Old Testament , this
volume has been rewritten especially for
young readers. The goal of the book is that
children may understand and enjoy God 's
Word. It has 220 full color illustrations. A
real goodie!
For pre-schoolers Moody Press has a
series (Tiny Tots) of four books which is
delightful in content. The pictures are enchanting: they remind me of some of Hallmark 's quaint little figures in certain lines
of their greeting cards. Price: 50 cents each.
For older children there is a series of colorful and interesting nursery rhyme books
which adapts Biblical stories to the style
of familiar rhymes. The stories are done
by Wilma L. Shaffer (Standard, $.69).
Fortress has a "See and Hear" series
which combines books and records. I especially like the one titled "I Can" (Fortress, 1966 , $1.75).
But of all the books for youngsters my
favorites remain the Arch Books ( Concordia
Publishing House). There are now seven
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sets of six book s each-w hich , my computer
tells me, equal s a grand total of 42 books.
These may be purchased individually for
39 cents each or in sets for $2.25 per set.
For what it's worth , Concordia has distributed over 4 million of these little jewels.
REFERENCE BOOKS
Perhaps you want to give something
pretty hefty , say, to a serious Bible student,
a seminarian , or your "local preacher." For
a Bible dictionary , I would give The New
Bible Dictionar y edited by J . D. Douglas
(Eerdmans, $12.95). If you want to give
a one-volume commentary I highly recommend The New Bibl e Commentary: Revised
(Eerdmans, 1970, $12.95) and The Jerome
Biblical Commentary edited by Raymond
E. Brown and others (Prentice-Hall, 1968,
$25.00).
For a lexicon I would get Bauer 's, most
commonly known as "Arndt and Gingrich: "
A Greek-English Lexicon Of the New
Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, translated and edited by W. F. Arndt
and F. W. Gingrich (University of Chicago,
1957 $15). A most valuable tool designed
as a companion volume to Bauer is BlassDebrunner 's A Greek Grammar of the New
Testament and Other Early Christian Literature translated by R. W. Funk (University of Chicago, 1960, $12.50).
A time-saving and helpful tool is Gospel
Parallels: A Synopsis of the First Three
Gospels edited by Burton H. Throckmorton ,
Jr. (Thomas Nel on, $5.50). The Greek
edition is edited by Albert Huck and is distributed by the American Bible Society at
a cost of $4.75.
There are several new volumes in the
Living Word Commentary (R. B. Sweet,
$3.95 per volume). Any of the seven volumes now published would make a fine gift.
During the past year Eerdmans has issued
R. K. Harrison 's Introdu ction to the Old
Testament ($12.50)-a
fine addition to any
library.
There are several good atlases. In fact ,
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the past three years have been an era of
atlases and Biblical background books. You
will do well if you give either Zondervan's
Pictorial Bible Atlas (1969, $9.95) or
Baker's Bible Atlas (1961, $7.95) or The
Wycliffe Historical Geography of Bible
Land (Moody, 1967, $8.95). Two atlases
are worthy of special mention , but they are
more expensive than the ones listed above:
The Macmillan Bible Atlas by Yohanan
Aharoni and Michael Avi-Yonah ( 1968 ,
$14.95) and Atlas of the Bible by L. H.
Grollenberg (Thomas Nelson, 1957 , $18).
Or, if you really want to make someone
happy, give him all six ( of eight) volumes
of the Theological Dictionar y of the New
Testament edited by G. Kittel and G. Friedrich (Eerdmans, $18.50 to $22.50 per volume).
For an inexpensive but worthwhile volume give The Biblical Archaeologist
Reader: Volume 3, edited by Edward F.
Campbell, Jr. and David Noel Freedman
(Anchor , 1970 , $2.45 paper).
STUDENTS
College and high school students will
especially like Prayers for Pagans (Pflaum ,
1969, $1.50 paper). Inter-Varsity has a
three-volume gift set called A His Reader
(1968, $4.50)--outstanding
articles taken

from the periodical His. This is a contemplative collection on love , prayer , and guidance written especially for students.
Inter-Varsity has two other works which
are especially good. One is Ten Great Freedoms (1970 , $1.95 paper)-a
poeticphotographic essay with some new thoughts
on the ten commandments as means to
freedom. The other is Listen to Mel (1969 ,
$1.95 paper). This book features eight university students speaking out. Some are
Christian in their perspective; some are not.
But they cry out and deserve an audience.

PAPERBACKS
Just a reminder that there are hordes of
paperbacks available. Don't overlook the
possibility of getting several for people you
love. I'll mention a few: J. B. Phillips' Four
Prophets (Macmillan, $1.45); Oscar Cullmann's The New Testament: An Introduction for the General Reader (Westminister,
$1.95); Dr. Haim Ginott's Between Parent
and Child (Avon, $1.25); and any one of
the 13 volumes of the Scripture Union
Bible Study Books now available (Eerdmans , $1.25).
Have a merry!

ROBERT

R. MARSHALL

P. S.
Another

gift suggestion:

m1ss1on

Plan now to give a subscription to MISSIONto those who would appreciate
a journal which is sometimes provocative , sometimes stimulating, sometimes
controversial-but
always dedicated to the mission of the church in the
world of today.

P. P. S.

And / or-send bound volumes of MISSION to your friends (1
volume: $8; 2 volumes: $15; all 3 volumes: $21).
To

order:

use the

NOVEMBER,1970

pre-paid

envelope

attached

to

this

issue.
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Balaarn's

Friend

GARY FREEMAN

The Gifts of Matntnon
"Hi, again, all you folks out there in
television land, this is your old friend,
Ralph Coleman, general sales man ager of
Coleman-Williams Auto, corner of Sepulveda and Vermont , -.right here in Los Angeles, and I want to tell you , friends , that
if you've been thinking about buying a new
or used car , now's the time to trade , cause
we've been overstocking new cars like mad
and we've got to get rid of them before the
week is out since the new models will be
out in six or seven months and we've got
bargains for you that you won't believe.
Remember , friends, nobody undersells
Coleman-Williams Auto , and I mean nobody, because not being undersold is the
one thing we're practically fanatical about
and we'd rather give a new car away than
be undersold because profit don't hardly
mean nothing to us, so you just come right
on in here to Coleman-Williams Auto and
bring the wife and kiddies along and remember this, friends , we do our own financing and we have the friendliest interest rates
in town , 48 months to pay with the first
payment not due until you have some extra
money around the house, and, friends , don't
you worry none if you 've ever been bankrupt or been in the penitentiary , don 't you
even worry if you 're in the penitentiary right
now or if you plan to go to the penitentiary
in the foreseeable future , cause , friends , we
want to sell YOU a new car NOW , so come
on in TONIGHT ( we stay open 24 hours
a day or longer) and bring the wife and
kiddies.
"And now, friends , the moment you 've
been waiting for , we have the winner of
that $250 ,000 first prize right here in the
studio and we're going to have him come
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out right now so you can all meet him , the
winner of our first prize of $250 ,000 , MR.
NORMAN GOODSPEED! Mr. Goodspeed,
here is Coleman-Williams ' check for
$250 ,000 smackers! What do you think
about THAT!?"
"Gee , thanks , Mr. Coleman. The wife
and I can sure use the money. "
"Didja hear that , friends?! He says he
can really use the MONey! I'll bet you
CAN , Mr. Goodspeed! You don 't seem very
exCITed! Perhaps you don't realize yet the
way this is going to change your life, yessiree! Just think of what you can BUY with
all this LOOT! You can start by paying
cash for a bigger car right here at
COLEMAN-WILLIAMS AUTO! What do
you think of THA Tl!!
"That would be nice, all right. But the
car I have now goes I IO mph and I drive
it mostly on streets with a 35 mph speed
limit and the only time I ever got it over
70 mph I got a speeding ticket and my insurance went up. Gee , I admit it is comforting to know I've got those 350 horses
sitting out there in the garage , but I don 't
really know what I would do with a bigger
car. "
"Friends, did you hear that , did you hear
that? That's pretty funny , Mr. Goodspeed ,
and we appreciate your sense of humor here
at Coleman-Williams , we certainly do,
but you must admit, Mr. Goodspeed , that
a quarter of a million rupees will buy an
awful lot of GROceries! How about that ,
friends , 250 ,000 green ones will go a long
way in a SUPermarket!"
"That's right , Mr. Coleman , and we appreciate the money. We don 't want to seem
ungrateful. However, as far as food goes,
MISSION

both me and the wife are already. overweight . We stay on a diet half the time , to
tell you the truth, and still we can't seem
to get down to what we should be. We may
not have much money but we have been
able to afford Metracal , I guess."
"Friends, did you hear that out there in
television land?! He says he can afford
Metracal! Mr. Speedgood, you're practically
a comedian, you really are, and I just want
to say that all of us here at ColemanWilliams Auto sure are glad that out of all
those ten million people out there in metropolitan Los Angeles, · we, had to-that
is,
we were fortunate enough to select YOU!
Yessiree! Mr. Goodspeed, you don 't realize
it yet, but this money is really going to
change your life! Yes, it sure is. Do you
have a TV? Well, you probably do , but you
can buy another one , if you like , or even
TWO MORE! How does THAT grab
you!?"
"That's wonderful, Mr. Coleman. Yes ,
we do have a TV , and the thing about it is
that we can get 11 channels on it, including
educational stations. But, you know something , we haven't figured out how to watch
more than one channel at a time. And even
if we had a TV in every room in the house
we could still only watch one channel at a
time."
"That's pretty good, Speedfast , that's real
interesting. You 're a regular Ralph Waldo
Thoreau, you know that? Mr. Speedfast is
an interesting fellow, isn't he, friends? You
bet! Look at it this way, Mac , this money
is going to bring you SECURITY , yessiree!
No more worries for you and the little
woman. Coleman-Williams is proud to make
it possible for you to have security for the
rest of your natural life!"
"Security , you say? Yes , security. That
would be nice. Three months ago a wealthy
friend of mine dropped dead of a heart attack. He was forty years old. Will it be
security against dying, Mr. Coleman?
Against growing old? Against insanity?
Against loss of ideals and hardening of the
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heart? Money can do a lot of things , and
I like it real well, but it can 't bring security."
"Now wait a minute , Goodspeed. You're
being very difficult. He 's a little difficult,
isn't he, friends?! Yessiree! What about
culture? Think about that for a minute. We
here at Coleman-Williams believe in culture , and we believe in it for everybody ,
whether they want it or not , regardless of
race , creed or make of car. We think culture is so important that everybody should
have it, including your Wops and Greasers
and everyone else. You 'll have to admit
that a cool quarter of a million will buy
you a lot of culture! "
"I don 't know , Mr. Coleman. I hope
you're right. But I have a library card which
I seldom use. I got it free. I can go to the
library and take out the greatest books ever
written-Shakespeare , Mi 1 ton , Chaucer ,
everybody. I can bring a Beethoven symphony , played by one of the finest orchestras in the world , into my own home for
$3.98 and play it as often as I like. And
the Museum of Art is free."
"Well , well, Turnipseed , we had no way
of knowing you weren 't an American. I
should have guessed it from the name. What
do you think out there , friends , this has
been a television first, Coleman-Williams
has just unfrocked a Commie before your
very eyes! Look, Mac, we here at ColemanWilliams don't appreciate your type of person at all. The man who talks against
MONEY talks against AMERICA! That's
what this great country of ours is all about.
Right , friends?! Now we're going to let you
off easy this time , cause this here 's a family
show, and we're not going to have you
prosecuted , but you aren 't going to get one
cent of this money , cause Coleman-Williams
don 't support no lousy traitors to the American way of life. Right out there , friends in
TV land?! That's it, boys , take him out.
Gently there , Mike boy , don't rough him
up none while he's still on camera. Remember, this here 's a family show.
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"Now then, friends, back to our MILLION DOLLAR
MOVIE,
'The Hardy

Boys Play Government,'
starring
Murphy and Ronald Reagan!"

George

IU

EDITORIALS

Elections 1970
Because of the various crises within this
nation and in the world, the upcoming
elections have taken on a greater importance
than usual. And although it is still probably
true that the personal attractiveness of candidates will play some role in how the
people vote, it is also clear that this election
will reflect the mood of the people on a
number of key issues.
Some Christians may choose not to vote
at all , leaving the world to the Prince of
This World.
But many other Christians will vote, and
the question is: will their choices be informed and measured by their Christian
conscience? If Christianity pertains to the
whole life of the Christian, then Christian
values and sensitivities ought to be operative in the voting booth.
To be sure , the issues are complex, and
no one candidate can be expected to be
unambiguously
right. Furthermore,
even
those Christians who let their religion inform their total lives do not, nevertheless,

always reach the same conclusions as to
what is right-for
example, in the case of
the Indochina War. But at least Christians
ought to weigh the issues of the day and
judge them in the light of those ideals which
are to characterize the Christian commitment.
The most perverse possibility is that the
Christian should vote merely in favor of his
self-interest-at
the expense of his neighbors ( especially those neighbors who are in
the minority and / or who are powerless).
Politicians have learned how selfish the natural man is, and they cater to this selfishness in the rhetoric of the campaign. But
Christians, among others, are supposed to
regard such blatant self-interest , not as a
virtue , but as a vice. When one considers
the issues of law and order, taxes, pollution,
urban problems and racial problems, he
ought to ask himself: am I voting merely
in my self-interest, or am I, by my vote,
doing good to all men?
-RBW

The Bent Mind
The latest nonsense is that the peace symbol
is really a bent cross, a demon's eye or a
witch's foot, and is, therefore, anti-christian.
This nonsense belongs together with other
assorted items of the absurd: that Earth
Day was a Communist plot; that overpopulation is due to fornication; that the Apostle
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Paul used the King James Version; that
long hair on men indicates homosexuality;
that Pope Paul wants to rule the United
States; etc., etc., ad nauseum.
For the record, the peace symbol is a
composite of the semaphore signals for the
letters "N" and "D" contained in a circle
MISSION

representing the world. It was designed in
England in 1958 as a nucl ea r disarm ament
sign.
But if you really want to discredit a position because of the origin of a symbol ,
consider the fact that the cross itself was
originally pagan. The cross was used by the
pagan Romans , and they used it to crucify
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Jesus of Nazareth. Therefor e, the cross is
anti-chri stian!
But frankly , we think that lies are devilish, and he who uses the " big lie" to discredit a per son or a movement has a bent
mind and is, ther efore , anti-christian.
Peace.
-RBW
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FORUM
The larger

question

It is di fficult to believe th at Stanley McD an iel
( "G od or Ev olution ? Revisited and Revisited,"
MISSION, August, 1970 ) rea d past th e titl e of my
April , 1969, essay. I did not propo se to cast th e
i ·sue in antith etical terms; my titl e- "Go d or
Evo luti on" -was merely a b ackdrop for an attempt to sho w th e mean inglessness of such a
q uestion:
. . . it makes very littl e di fference to me wheth er
a person acce pt s evolution ; especia lly in th e
case of a fellow Chri stian. I can appr ec iate hi s
non-acce pt ance of it , and I can only h ope th at
h e will respec t my convic tions.
ev rth eless, I appr eciate Mr. McD ani l's excellent articl e, and I stand ready to supp ort such

M1ssION Fomm is devoted to comment s from
thos e whose insight s on various matt ers differ.
Letter s submitted for publication must bear
th e full nam e and addr ess of th e writer. Letter s und er 300 word s will be given pr eferenc e.
All letters are subject to cond ensation . Addre ss
your letters to Th e Edit or, M1ss IO , 5430 Ariel
Str eet, Hou ston , T exas 77035.
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discussions ( not debat es, please) as h e propo ses.
Actu ally, th e lar ger question is n ot wh eth r
organ ic evoluti on is a reality, but whether fun da m nt alism is th e only legitim ate app roac h t o th e
Chr istian gosp el. W hen our biblical sch olar arrange a discussion of thi s issue, I , for one, ho pe
to hea r a ra tional defe nse for th e genera l prac tice
of de mandin g ( I u e th e word de lib erately) a
litera l int erpr etation of Genesi 1-11, but a figurative one of Revelation 20.
eal Buffaloe
Conway, Arkansas

Not Unimportant
Broth er McD aniel [Au gu t, 1970) gave a good
stat ment of the pro bl ems of a sinful wo rld , a
world of fa ll n men who h ave done damage to
th e divin e image in whi ch th ey we re crea ted. I
ag ree th at our hu ge expenditur es on "re ligious
real e tate" revea l a materiali tic attitud e.
But broth er McD aniel's soluti on to th e "God
or evoluti on" conflict ( more acc u rately, th e
"litera l Gensis or theistic evoluti on " conflict )
wo uld b e to calm hi stud en ts' ment al anguish b y
tellin g th em th at th e evoluti on qu estion is not
ve ry imp ortant aft er all. Unfortu na tely, when we
say th at thi s conflict is not import ant we are
offerin g to make a compromi se on th e Scriptur e
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in order to accommodate the thinking of those
who have no regard what ever for th e Bible. . . .
To relieve a spiritual anxiety by minimizing
the importance of the conflict i hardly in keeping with the Scriptual emphasis on our being set
free by the truth. The truth ( part of it, at least)
on this particular matter is that the Christian
does not have to choose an array of nearly irrefutable scientific evidence on th e other. The
physical evidence in the world doesn't force an
evolutionary conclusion upon us. This fact is one
which brother McDaniel's anguished students
apparently have not had the opportunity to
learn. To be sure, when the evidence is presented from an evolutionary point of view it leads
to an evolutionary conclusion. But if a person
accepts evolution, after seeing the ev idence carefully pr esent ed from both points of view, he is
th en accepting evolution becau se he wants to ,
not becaus e he tearfully feels that he is forced to.
Harry Akers, Jr.
Sanford, Michigan

hand ; ( 3) but , very practi cally, th e idea is essential to n ith er eva ngelism nor salvation, at
least not as stated: the langu age of the piece
immediately gives the author away as one given
to int ellectual tenni s; ( 4) when this kind of language is for show and not for go. As Mr. Mitchell
suggest , I have ind eed learned much from a
study, however limit ed, of th eology-the
most
noteworth y tbing is that th e simpler I can be,
the greater th e response and, I think , th e authenticity.
Let me iterat e that I hav e the greatest respect
for biblical scholar ship. I am deeply thankful for
scholars pa st and present who hav e helped me
toward understanding. But th e genuine scholar
as I know him deals simply and precis ely with
things as th ey are. The method nev er runs ahead
of th e meaning.
William J . Cook , Jr.
Montgom ery, Alabama

Balaam's

Friend's

Friends

Mixed feelings
Charles Ray Coulston 's "Receiving th e Promise s"
[September, 1970) should arouse mixed f elings
in even the most optimistic of fair-minded members of the Church of Christ. While Coulston's
attempt to usher th e church into the twentieth
century is admirable, it should be remembered
that we are presently some seventy years into
this century. The church might do well to look
for the marks of chariot wheels-"Times winged
Chariot" may already have run her down.
If hope is essential to mature, constructive
thought, some sense of reality is equally necessary.
Gregory H . Goodwin
Nashville, Tennessee

Simpler

language

In reply to Mr. Lynn Mitchell , Jr. 's comments
[For-um, September, 1970), I will say first that
I am grateful that he took the tim e to read the
article as thoroughly as he did. And I do appreciate his response.
I understand quite well what the author of the
passage I quote is saying, and I am fascinated
almost daily with the idea . My observations ...
are these:
( 1) The idea und er discussion in the paragraph is obscured by pretentious and pompous
rhetoric; ( 2) the same idea if translated into
simpler language could be understood by a field
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For several months now I hav e be en trying to
convince my wife of the literary value in Gary
Freeman's satire-that a little humor is good for
all of us, and that Freeman helps me to see that
sometim es we tak e ourselves too seriously. I want
th ed itor s to know that I hav e defended Gary
against cha rges ranging all the way from Communi sm to Unitarianism. In fact one critic said
Freeman is so lib era l that even th e Unitarians
won't fellowship him. Through it all, however, I
have adamantly maintained that Gary doe not,
actually, have any diabolical schemes up his
sleeve.
Yesterday, however, I read Gary's lat est, "From
Rib to Lib, with Love" [Sept ember , 1970) . My
wife read it, too. This morning while I was
shaving ( with cold orang e juice still dripping
from my head) it occurred to me that mayb e
this time Freeman has gone a bit too far. When
I conceded this to my wife she responded with
some emotional non-s eq uitur about my mal e ego
beina bruis ed by Freeman's article.
Funny how subjective some people can be.
J. Paul Du Bois
Atlanta, Georgia

Questions
To question th e validity of a private Christian
college actively promoting American principles ,
whether you call it politics or not, would probably tak e up too mu ch space for what it would
accomplish. But I would like to question some
MISSION
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tenets that this principle is based on, as set forth
by F. W. Mattox [September, 1970].
amely:
( 1) It is the duty of every citizen ( including
Christians) to render undivided allegiance to the
Constitution of the United States? I thought that
this type of allegiance was reserved for more
spiritual matters.
( 2) Is a Christian to allow his government to
determine his enemies and also determine how
he should react to those enemies?
( 3) Is the system of private ownership more
in harmony with Bible principles than any other
economic system so far advanced by man? I
think that th e witness of the early Christians at
Jerusalem ( probably victims of confused thinking) would contradict this.
( 4) Does each instructor at a Christian college
have "academic freedom" to reexamine all ideas?
I thought that Christian colleges strove for academics controlled by certain "principles" held
more sacred than intellectual growth. I think many
teachers ( including ex-teachers) would be surprised to hear of this "academic freedom."
( 5) How much academic freedom can the
Christian have to reexamine all ideas, if after this
reexamination, he cannot come to the acceptance
of situation ethics or relativity of truth?
( 6) Is the principle "the God who gave us
life, gave us liberty at the same time" really
God-given? If so, why didn't Paul urge slaves to
seek this God-given right?
( 7) Are the terms "left wingers," "fellow
travellers," and "my brethren" really mutually
exclusive as used by Mr. Mattox?
I must confess that the article was also ego
deflating. Mr. Mattox describes those who disagree with his position with such terms as "victims of confused thinking," and even "the uninformed." Aw, come on Mr. Mattox, give us a
break-at least call us misinformed.
Jimmy Justice
San Antonio, Texas
NOVEMBER,
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Appreciated
The articles in the August issue by Arthur Miley
and Elton Abernathy are appreciated. I could
have used them last year in courses I took in
Social Change and Social Organization. . . .
I do not always agree with the views expressed
in M1ssION, but I can say the same about every
other publication except the Bible.
Mrs. Hans V. Nowak
Boulder, Colorado

Bleeds the People
. . . These old big buildings bleed the people
to death. They are so fine the poor can't go.
They don't have the clothes to wear. The elderly
can't climb the steps, so there is only a few, and
they can't afford to help the needy, because it
cost so much to keep up the church. Then, they
squabble after they get there, for they see their
hard-earned money going for nothing. I saw a
church tom all to bits in - - - because the men
could not get along, yet they called their self
Christian.
Name withheld by request

The lady who wrote the letter printed above did
not intend it to be published in Forum. But her
words express a view that is aften ignored-the
view of the elderly and the poor. Her words may
be simple and a bit awkward, but they challenge
us to reform our institutional programs so that
they meet human needs-including the needs of
the elderly and the poor.-RBW

NEXT MONTH: on Jesus , witches and
revolution.
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The Crying Need
CRYING NEED of our age is for men filled with the Spirit of God , men
who dare to break with tradition , and if need be, die for the vision which
they have cherished, until now it nourishes them. The call of God is borne
upon every whispering breeze to those who have been enslaved by partisan
positions , fettered by fears of reprisal , shackled by bigotry and littleness. The
world will not be won to the Christ of a national ideal , to a white man's God,
a denominational dogma , or a parochial creed.
THE

Jesus is not the shepherd of a sect but of the whole flock of God. He is
not the Lord of a faction but of the whole church of the redeemed ones. A
concept which embraces anything less than the ultimate unity of all who believe in Him as one mighty army , is too meager to match His prayer , and
will be self-defeating. There is no power in the universe by which we can
reduce the body of Christ into a faction or expand any faction into the body
of Christ.
We reject the spurious proposal that we must remain apart and at sword's
points until we have argued every action of every faction, debated every
detail of every dogma , and reached conformity on every conclusion of every
complainant among us. This is the sectarian way. It is the way of prolonged
strife and drawn out dissension . We are not called to feud to the death but
to find the life that is in Christ Jesus. Our peace is not in a program, a
proposition or a platform. It is in a person. "He is our peace who hath made
both one." The way to have unity is to unite , not to have a debate. We cannot argue ourselves into agreement nor debate ourselves out of division! In
all of our decades of debate we have not overthrown or eliminated a single
sect but we have created a great many new ones!
Let us resolve to make way for the Spirit and we will find the path of
peace. The Spirit of God will not divide the family of God. It is men who
are devoid of the Spirit who set up divisions. If we will allow the Spirit to
have his way with us we will be united in the way with him. We must cease
getting in the Spirit's way, and start walking in the Way of the Spirit!
-Carl

Ketcherside

